We are the experts!
Birthday experts with an idea!
Let's prepare a special celebration
for your child together!

innovative and interactive

Smart Play Center

who are we
We take Children on a
journey to a small
planet with mighty
explorers!
A world of unlimited
imagination, cosmic
adventures and
positive emotions.
Thanks to exceptional
attractions
we will awaken your
child's creativity,
hunger for knowledge
and creative abilities,
while ensuring they
have a lot of fun.

"Mom!
it was the best birthday
of my life"
Leon, to mom Kaja
Moi-Mili.pl Blog

read the story

“Zosia's birthday was fantastic, the
children had fun... until the last
minute. All parents were impressed
with the place, organization and
service. Everything turned out
perfect "
Kasia, Zosia's mom

"I've heard a lot of praise from my
guests about you, including of the
animators who were very engaged
and dedicated with their approach to
children."
Maria, Klara's mom

Why is it worth organizing
a birthday with us?
A birthday at an exceptional space with fantastic fun
at the Norblin Factory? Sounds like a dream!
Smart Kids Planet exists to bring to life
even the most unusual ideas.
We'll take care of everything! Our smart
animators will make sure that the birthday
guests have a great time!
Thanks to which, parents will find a moment to rest and
talk among themselves.

We are located in the very center of Warsaw in
the prestigious space of the Norblin Factory!
Thanks to which, every birthday guest will easily reach
the place and will be delighted with the surroundings

Our mission is to spread smart fun!
Thanks to which, the birthday celebration will also be a
valuably spent time!

and now plan
a birthday
party in 6
steps..

Step 1:

Choose a package

We have prepared special packages to facilitate a choice
that best suits your needs.

Smart premium

Smart

Smart +

Smart birthday + animations

Smart birthday + animations + workshop

Smart birthday + animations +
premium workshop

Package price:
mon-fri: 99 zł / sat-sun: 125 zł

Package price:
mon-fri: 119 zł / sat-sun: 139 zł

Package price:
mon-fri: 89 zł / sat-sun: 109 zł

As part of the package, we offer:
An exclusive colorful birthday room
Smart animations
Playtime in 9 zones
Colorful paper tableware
Care of a qualified animator
Basic refreshments to choose from
among three proposed packages
A smart gift for the birthday celebrant
Duration of the birthday: 2h

As part of the package, we offer:
An exclusive colorful birthday room
Smart animations
Playtime in 9 zones
Workshops with an animator
Colorful paper tableware
Care of a qualified animator
Basic refreshments to choose from
among three proposed packages
A smart gift for the birthday celebrant
Duration of the birthday: 2h

As part of the package, we offer:
An exclusive colorful birthday room
Smart animations
Playtime in 9 zones
Premium workshops with an animator
Colorful paper tableware
Care of a qualified animator
Basic refreshments to choose from
among three proposed packages
A smart gift for the birthday celebrant
Duration of the birthday: 2h

Minimum number of people: 10, in the case of choosing a birthday with an avatar, the minimum number of people is 20
(in the case of a smaller number, an additional fee of PLN 500 for the second room)

Step 2: Select the room in which you want to organize the party
Our new rooms mean even more positive energy and a place for an unforgettable party!

Sports room

Culinary room

Space
room
Salka
kosmiczna

up to 15 people

up to 15 people

up to 15 people

Forest room

Sea room

up to 15 people

up to 15 people

In the case of a larger number of participants,
it is possible to combine the rooms.
16-20 people - PLN 500 fee
for more than 20 people, a second room is
included in the price

Step 3: Choose workshops and attractions
If you have chosen the Smart + package, or the Smart premium package, be sure to check out our attractions!
During the birthday workshops at Smart Kids Planet, we develop the creativity of the youngsters, who have a chance
to experience a unique, smart formula, like never before.

Bath bombs
It's time to open a little chemist's lab and create something
special - eco-friendly bath bombs! We will decide what color,
smell and additives will be in them. The knowledge gained will
allow the youngest to continue this chemical fun at home!

Space workshops

Eco-friendly
backpacks

We will look at the stars and guess their secrets! We will learn how to
be a professional astronaut, launch a rocket into space, and finally
we will try to enclose the galaxy in a jar. One thing is for sure - we will
definitely not be bored!

Do not buy - do it yourself! During the workshop, we will show you how
to use felt-tip pens and crayons to create a unique work of art
on a backpack/bag, that you will later take home with you!

Slime
Time for a polymer head spin! We are going to create something that
all children love - colorful slime! We will choose its color, fragrance,
incredible additives and we will experiment a bit to make it the perfect
consistency! While doing so, we will look at the goo from scientists'
perspective and find out what polymers are!

Step 3: Choose workshops and attractions
Smart premium

Meeting with an avatar
A meeting with an animated avatar is an amazing adventure that
will remain in the memory of the birthday celebrant and guests for a
long time! Bee, Fish, Dinosaur or Astronaut will be happy to meet the
children to play with them, engage in educational games and most
importantly - wish a personalized birthday message to the birthday
celebrant!

Experiments

Watch the video

An unforgettable birthday party? It's definitely the one with the
experiments! Emotions will run high when our Crazy Scientist
conducts explosive experiments together with his little
assistants! A solid dose of knowledge, as well as great fun guaranteed!

Culinary
Everyone knows that the best parties take place in the kitchen ;)
This is no different - the birthday celebrant and his/her guests
will be able to prepare a tasty and nutritious meal together,
having fun at the same time! A choice of cookies, muffins or
pizza - it's hard to decide, right?

Step 4: Choose the refreshments
As part of each package, we offer smart refreshments. Familiarize yourself with our
offer and choose something for yourself!

Healthy package

Water
Apple juice / compote
Corn crisps
Homemade vegetable chips
(beetroot, carrot, zucchini, parsnip)
Apricots / apples / dried bananas
Seasonal fresh fruit
Carrot sticks

Party package

Water
Apple juice / homemade Ice Tea
Corn crisps
Shortbread cookies
Marshmallows
Candies / Jelly beans
Pretzel sticks

Mix package

Water
Apple juice / homemade Ice Tea /
compote
Corn crisps
Seasonal fresh fruit
Shortbread cookies
Homemade vegetable chips
(beetroot, carrot, zucchini, parsnip)
Pretzel sticks

Remember that you can bring your own cake. We have a place
to store it safely for you and we will be happy to serve it.
The service cost is PLN 50.

Step 5: Choose add-ons
Make your child's birthday even more special and choose our smart add-ons!

#1 Room decorations
Balloons must not be missing at
the birthday party! In our offer,
you will not only find numbershaped helium balloons, but also
your child's favorite characters!

#2 Extra refreshment
for children
This is a real treat for the little smart gourmets!
Our chef is able to fulfill the most interesting wishes
of our little guests! Be sure to ask for the full range
of additional snacks!

#4 Invitations
#3 Refreshments for parents
A birthday party is a fun time not only for
children! Aromatic coffee and delicious
snacks await each of the older guests.
Your choice!

To make your birthday even more special,
we have prepared a set of colorful birthday
invitations that you can give to all your
guests! You can choose an invitation
referring to the chosen birthday room!

The possibility of booking a table for guest parents in the restaurant part is available
after purchasing a selected welcome package for a minimum amount of PLN 150.

Step 6:

Contact us
Now the most important step! Contact us and we will be happy to advise
you and choose the best attractions for your child. It's best if you fill out
the form below and we will call you with specific suggestions:

Click and fill out the pre-booking form

If you need more information, please contact me:

Karolina Białecka
karolina.bialecka@smartkidsplanet.pl
tel. +48 727 778 693
Smart Kids Planet sp. z o.o. sp. k.
Fabryka Norblina
ul. Żelazna 51/53
00-841 Warszawa
The presented price offer is informative and does not constitute a commercial offer
within the meaning of Article 66 paragraph 1 of the Civil Code

